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Abstract 
  The  possible  relationship  between  the  thermal  stability  and  the  catalytic  power  of  enzymes  is  of  
great  current  interest.  In  particular,  it  has  been  suggested  that  thermophilic  or  hyperthermophilic  
(Tm)   enzymes   have   lower   catalytic   power   at   a   given   temperature   than   the   corresponding  
mesophilic   (Ms)   enzymes,   because   the   thermophilic   enzymes   are   less   flexible   (assuming   that  
flexibility   and   catalysis   are   directly   correlated).   These   suggestions   presume   that   the   reduced  
dynamics   of   the   thermophilic   enzymes   is   the   reason   for   their   reduced   catalytic   power.   The  
present  paper  takes  the  specific  case  of  dihydrofolate  reductase  (DHFR) and explores the validity 
of the above argument by simulation approaches. It is found that the Tm enzymes have restricted 
motions in the direction of the folding coordinate, but this is not relevant to the chemical process, 
since the motions along the reaction coordinate are perpendicular to the folding motions. 
Moreover, it is shown that the rate of the chemical reaction is determined by the activation barrier 
and the corresponding reorganization energy, rather than by dynamics or flexibility in the ground 
state. In fact, as far as flexibility is concerned, we conclude that the displacement along the 
reaction coordinate is larger in the Tm enzyme than in the Ms enzyme and that the general trend 
in enzyme catalysis is that the best catalyst involves less motion during the reaction than the less 
optimal catalyst. The relationship between thermal stability and catalysis appears to reflect the 
fact that in order to obtain small electrostatic reorganization energy it is necessary to invest some 
folding energy in the overall preorganization process. Thus, the optimized catalysts are less 
stable. This trend is clearly observed in the DHFR case. 
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Enzymes  play  fundamental  roles  in  almost  all  life  processes.  They  accelerate  a  great  variety  of  
metabolic   reactions   and   control   processes   such   as   signaling,   energy   transduction   and   the  
translation  of  genetic  information.  The  ability  of  enzymes  to  catalyze  reactions  by  many  orders  of  
magnitude   allows   cells   to   carry   out   reactions   that   otherwise   would   not   occur   on   biologically  
useful  time  scales.  There  is,  therefore,  a  broad  interest  in  understanding  the  origin  of  this  catalytic  
power   on   a  molecular   level.  Although   it   is   clear   that   electrostatic   effects   play   a  major   role   in  
stabilizing  the  transition  states  of  enzymatic  reactions  (for  reviews,  see  refs  (1,  2)),  it  is  important  
to   explore   the   importance   of   other   factors.   In   particular,   there   is   great   current   interest   in  
dynamical  contributions  to  catalysis  (3-­11).  That  is,  although  in  our  view  there  is  no  compelling  
evidence  that  can  be  used  to  support  the  dynamical  proposal  (see  discussion  in  refs  (2,  12))  it  is  
possible   to  use   studies  of   thermal  adaptation  of   enzymes   to   support   this  proposal   (8-­11).  More  
specifically,  thermophilic  (Tm)  enzymes  that  evolved  to  function  at  high  temperatures  should  be  
more  stable  at  most  temperatures  that   the  corresponding  mesophilic  (Ms)  enzymes  that  evolved  
to   function  at   room  temperature.  Therefore,  Tm  enzymes  should  have  smaller   fluctuations   than  
the  corresponding  Ms  enzymes  at  most  temperatures,  and  thus  involve  less  dynamical  motions.  It  
is  also  known  that  Tm  enzymes  have  lower  catalytic  power  than  the  Ms  enzymes  at  the  same  low  
temperature   (8,   13,   14),   and   thus   one   may   argue   that   the   low   catalytic   power   is   due   to   the  
presumed  decrease   in   dynamical  motions.  This   argument  may  be  used   to   support   the   idea   that  
dynamics  is  the  key  to  catalysis  and  that  flexibility  and  enzyme  catalysis  are  directly  correlated.  
Although   this   is  not   the  only  argument   in   favor  of   the   idea   that   the   low  catalytic  power  of  Tm  
enzymes   is   associated   with   rigidity   and   lack   of   dynamical   effects,   it   is   presented   here   as   the  
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clearest  argument   in   favor  of   the   relationship  between  dynamics   and   the  catalytic  power  of   the  
Tm.      
  
This  work  takes  the  specific  case  of  dihydrofolate  reductase  (DHFR) and explores the validity 
of the argument presented above as well as the general issue of the relationship between the 
catalytic power of enzymes and their thermal stability. DHFR catalyzes the reduction of 7,8-
dihydrofolate (DHF) to 5,6,7,8-tetrahidrofolate (THF) through the oxidation of the coenzyme 
nicotidamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate (NADPH) (see Figure 1 for the reaction 
mechanism). DHFR is necessary for cellular metabolism because it maintains intracellular pools 
of THF, which is a coenzyme in a number of one-carbon metabolic processes and is essential for 
the biosynthesis of purines, thymidylate and several aminoacids. This property has made DHFR a 
clinical target for anticancer and antibacterial drugs (15). 
It is found that the Tm enzymes less able to move in the direction of the folding coordinate, but 
this is not relevant to the chemical process since the motions along the reaction coordinate are 
perpendicular to the folding motion. Furthermore, it is shown that the rate of the chemical 
reaction is entirely determined by the activation barrier and the corresponding reorganization 
energy of the polar groups in the active site. The relationship between thermal stability and 
catalysis appears to be due to the fact that in order to obtain low reorganization energy and a 
preorganized active site, it is necessary for the system to invest some folding energy and thus to 
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Methods 
 
Exploring   the   changes   in   the   folding   landscape.   To   explore   the   landscape   effects   and   the  
probability  of  being  at  different   configurations,   it   is   important   to  be  able   to   sample   the  protein  
configurational  space  in  an  efficient  way.  At  present,  it  is  hard  to  accomplish  this  task  by  all  atom  
models  and  the  optimal  option  involves  the  use  of  a  simplified  protein  model  of  the  type  used  in  
simulations   of   protein   folding   (e.g.(18-­23)).   In   this   study,   we   are   not   focused   on   the   best  
simplified  model,  since  we  are  mainly  interested  in  the  ability  to  reproduce  the  general  feature  of  
the  difference  between  the  Tm  and  Ms  landscapes  (namely  the  restricted  motions  of  the  Tm  in  the  
direction  of  the  unfolding  coordinate).  Thus,  we  used  here  a  simplified  folding  motion  similar  to  
the  one  used  in  ref  (24)  noting  that  this  version  is  still  under  refinement.   
The simplified model presented here is created by representing the explicit side chain of each 
UHVLGXH E\ DQ HIIHFWLYH XQLILHG ³DWRP´ DQG DQ DGGLWLRQDO GXPP\ DWRP 7KH XQLILHG DWRPV DUH
placed at the center of mass of the corresponding side chains (with a residue dependent charge 
and van der Waals radius), and the dummy atoms are placed along the corresponding CĮ - Cȕ 
vectors and serve as tools for rotational transformations in the process of moving between the 
simplified and explicit models (which is not being used here). The dummy atoms do not have any 
charge or van der Waals interaction with the rest of the system. The backbone atoms of each 
residue are treated explicitly, and the interactions between main chain atoms are identical to those 
used in the explicit model. 
The potential energy surface of the simplified model can therefore be written as, 
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self
solvationsidesidesidemainmainsimplified UUUUU                                                                                                                                               (1)    
mainU   is  basically  the  force  field  used  in  our  explicit  simulation,  which  is  a  standard  part  of  the  
MOLARIS   software   package   (25,   26).  However,   the   torsional   potential   and   hydrogen  bonding  
interaction   terms  are  modified   to  account   for   the  missing  solvent   (27).   sidesideU    is  described  by  
XVLQJDQ³-­´SRWHQWLDO   (as  was  done  in  ref.   (24)  with  a   residue-­dependent  well  depth  (H  )  and  














































                                                                                                                                                (2)  
where  U   is   given   in   kilocalories   per  mole,   r   in   angstroms   and  Q   in   atomic   charge   units.   The  
parameters  H  and   0r     are  given  in  Table  1  (and  they  reflect  both  the  average  interaction  between  
the  side  chains  and  the  effect  of  the  hydrophobic  forces  on  these  interactions).  In  addition  to  this  
standard  treatment,  we  include  a  special  treatment  of  the  electrostatic  interaction  between  ionized  
residues   (the   charges   in   Eq.   (2),  Q,   are   zero   for   the   neutral   groups   and   +1   or   -­1   for   ionized  
groups).   In   this   treatment   we   describe   the   interaction   between   side   chains   by   using   a   large  
charge-­charge   dielectric   constant,   (Heff   =   40),   following   the   insight   from   our   studies   of  
electrostatic  energies  in  proteins  (28)  and  electrostatic  contributions  to  protein  stability  (29).  The  
solvation  of  each  ionized  group  is  treated  by   selfsolvationU   that  will  be  considered  below.  
The   sidemainU    term  describes   the   interaction  between   the  effective  side  chains  and   the  main  
chain  atoms.  This   interaction  includes  van  der  Waals   interactions  and  are  described  by  the  first  
term   of   Eq.   (2)  where   H   and   0r   of   the  main   chains   are   taken   from   the   corresponding   van   der  
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Waals   potential   of   the  main   chain   atoms.   In   addition  we   consider   the   electrostatic   interactions  
between  the  main  chain  residual  charges  and  ionized  side  chains  (this  is  done  using  a  dielectric  
constant   'effH =  10)  
Since   our   treatment   describes   specifically   ionized   groups,   it   is   crucial   to   account   for   the  
change  in  the  solvation  energy  of  each  of  these  groups  upon  moving  from  water  to  its  protein  site.  
This  is  done  by,  
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where i runs over all ionized residues while Nnp and Npolar are the number of nonpolar and polar 
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The number of polar and nonpolar neighboring residues is expressed by an analytical function 
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where rnp is the nonpolar radius that defines the cutoff range for nonpolar neighboring residues. 
The same treatment is used for polar residues (Npolar). This treatment is aimed at capturing the 
fact that an ionized group has to pay very large amount of energy for moving from water to a 
nonpolar environment (30, 31) and is usually surrounded by polar residues or water molecules 
(28, 31). The energy in Eq. (3) is expressed in a way that if the ionized group is surrounded by 
nonpolar groups (i.e. Nnp § 6) the desolvation penalty is a4 kcal/mol reflecting the very large 
compensation of desolvation energies found in modeling protein stability (29). On the other hand, 
when the ionized residue is surrounded by polar residues, it is more stable than in water by a2 
kcal/mol. 
The parameters in eqs (3-7) were determined by comparing the results obtained with these 
equations to the results of the actual solvation energy evaluated by the semimacroscopic version 
of the Protein Dipole Langevin Dipole (PDLD/S) in its linear response approximation (LRA) 
version (PDLD/S-LRA). The overall simplified folding model was explored by preliminary 
validation studies which will be described elsewhere together with a more detailed description of 
our treatment (27). It is important to note that our conclusions do not depend drastically on the 
parameters in the model (see below). 
Our simplified folding model can be used to explore the free energy landscape of a protein as 
a function of any given set of generalized coordinates (e.g., contact order, native contacts or 
native hydrogen bonds (32-34)) . In our case, we evaluated the free energy landscape in terms of 
two parameters; the radius of gyration (Rg) and the root-mean-square deviation (rmsd) from the 
folded structure (which was taken as the most stable structure of the simplified model).  
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The free energy surface was evaluated by using the free energy perturbation umbrella 
sampling (FEP/US) method in the same way that was used in our previous studies of electron 
transfer reactions (e.g. (35, 36)) and in EVB studies (37) while following the same treatment used 
in studies of ion channels (38) applying a mapping potential of the form, 
21)1( HOHO H mmm                                                                                                            (8) 
21
simplified211 RgRgKUXX )(),( )( H                                                                                 
2)2(
212 )(),( RgRgKUXX simplified  H                                                                                (9) 
where Rg is the radius of gyration. Using Hm and the FEP/US approach, we sort the system in two 
dimensions (X1=Rg, X2=rmsd) rather than in one dimension as in ref (38).  
The starting points for the free energy landscapes were taken as the most stable structure of 
the simplified model after 200 ps of equilibration. After that, we obtained the free energy 
surfaces, following the above FEP/US method and applying a force constant of 100 kcal/mol·Å2, 
by unfolding the systems increasing their Rg along 21 frames of 60 ps each at 300 K and with 1 
fs time step.  
In addition to the FEP/US mapping we also explored regions near the folded state by running 
4 ns molecular dynamics (MD) simulations without any constraints. The probability of being at 
different points on the surface was evaluated by following the corresponding Boltzmann 
distribution. 
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Exploring the energetics and dynamics along the chemical reaction coordinate.  To  analyze   the  
relationship  between  thermal  stability  and  catalysis  we  need  to  evaluate  the  activation  barrier  for  
the  chemical  step  in  addition  to  the  study  of  the  folding  landscape  reported  above.  This  requires  
very   extensive   sampling,   which   is   hard   to   accomplish   reliably   by   current   molecular   orbital  
QM/MM  methods,  despite  significant  advances  in  this  direction  in  studies  of  different  enzymes  in  
general  (for  a  review  see  ref  (39))  and  DHFR  in  particular  (e.g.  refs  (40-­43)).    We  believe  that  at  
present,   the  most   effective   strategy   is   to   use   the   empirical   valence   bond   (EVB)  method.   This  
method  has  been  described  extensively  elsewhere  (e.g.  ref  (2,  17))  and  only  some  key  details  are  
given  here.  This  is  particularly  important  in  view  of  the  need  to  evaluate  the  reorganization  which  
appears  to  be  a  major  factor  in  determining  the  catalytic  effect  in  DHFR  (see  ref.  (44)).  Thus,  we  
use  here  the  EVB  as  our  main  simulation  tool. 
  
The  reacting  system  is  described  schematically  in  Figure  1  and  the  location  of  the  substrate  and  
the  coenzyme  in  DHFR,  in   the  mesophilic  (EcDHFR)  and  thermophilic  (TmDHFR)  systems,   is  
depicted  in  Figure  2.  The  EVB  describes  the  reacting  system  by  two  zero  order  (diabatic  states),  
<1  =  D-­H    A+                
<2  =  D+    H-­A                                                  (10)  
where  DH,  D+,  A+  and  AH  are   the  NADPH,  NADP+,  DHF-­H+  and  THF  systems,   respectively,  
described   in   Figure   1.   The   energy   of   each   of   these   states   is   described   by   a   force-­field-­like  
empirical   potential   function   and   the   diabatic   functions   are  mixed  with   an   off   diagonal   term   to  
give  the  actual  potential  surface  for  the  reaction.  The  effect  of  the  environment  is  included  in  the  
energy  of  each  diabatic   state.  The  EVB   is  parametrized   to   reproduce   the  ab-­initio   surface   (and  
relevant  experimental   information  about   the  reaction  in  aqueous  solution  and  then  used  without  
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changing   any   parameter   (only   the   environment   changes)   to   generate   the   energy   surface   in   the  
enzyme   active   site.   Since   this   approach   focuses   on   the   change   of   moving   between   different  
environments   rather   than   on   the   absolute   energy   of   the   reacting   substrate,   it   provides   a   very  
effective  tool  for  studies  of  enzyme  catalysis.  
The  EVB  treatment  was  identical  to  that  used  recently  in  our  study  of  DHFR  and  its  mutants  
(44)  by  using the MOLARIS simulation program (25) and applying the ENZYMIX force field. 
The EVB activation barriers were evaluated using the same FEP/US approach (17, 45) used in all 
of our EVB studies. This approach gives, in addition to the activation free energies, the 
reorganization energies (see ref. (44) and the discussion below). The simulation systems were 
solvated by the surface-constrained all atom solvent (SCAAS) model (46) using a radius for the 
explicit region of 20 Å, and the long-range electrostatic effects were treated by the local reaction 
field (LRF) method (47). The free energy profile for the reaction was mapped over different  
initial  structures to determine an average free energy barrier. The FEP mapping of each step was 
typically evaluated after an equilibration time of 300 ps, followed by 31 frames of 30 ps each at 
300 K with a time step of 1 fs for moving along the reaction coordinate with our all atom surface 
constrained spherical model.  
  
  
Results and discussion 
 
The  folding  landscape  is  indeed  more  confined  in  the  Tm  than  in  the  Ms.  In  the  first  step  of  our  
study  we  explored  the  folding  landscape  for  the  hyperthermophilic  (Tm)  dihydrofolate  reductase  
from   Thermotoga   maritime   (TmDHFR)   (48)   and   the   mesophile   (Ms)   from   Escherichia   coli  
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(EcDHFR)  (49).  The  coordinates  for  the  TmDHFR  and  EcDHFR  structures  were  obtained  from  
the   Protein   Data   Bank   (entries   1D1G   and   1RX2,   respectively).   The   proteins   are   described   in  
Figure   2.   The   calculations   were   carried   out   with   the   simplified   folding   model   described   in  
Methods.  Note  that   in   the  Ms  we  considered  the  entire  system  in  generating  the  folding  energy  
surface,   but   in   the   Tm,   we   allow   only   one   subunit   to   unfold.   The   calculated   results   are  
summarized  in  Figure  3  and,  as  seen  from  the  figure,  the  folding  free  energy  surface  is  stiffer  for  
the  Tm  than  for  the  Ms,  which  is  what  would  be  expected  from  common  knowledge  (8,  48,  50).  
These  results  indicate  that  the  motion  on  the  Tm  surface  is  more  confined  to  a  smaller  space  than  
the  corresponding  motion  in  the  Ms  case.  We  also  explored  the  folding  free  energy  of  these  two  
systems  in  ref  (29)  and  reproduce  a  folding  energy  of  -­34.6  kcal/mol  for  the  Tm  and  -­8.1  kcal/mol  
for  the  Ms  (the  corresponding  experimental  values  (50,  51)  are  -­34  kcal/mol  and  -­6  kcal/mol  for  
the  Tm  and  Ms  respectively).  Interestingly,  we  obtained  better  results  in  terms  of  the  shape  of  the  
surface  (we  obtained  more  stable  Tm)  using  the  electrostatic  term  of  eq  2,  where  we  ionized  all  
the  residues  which  are  ionized  at  pH=7.  It  is  important  to  note  that  the  results  of  this  study  did  not  
change  significantly  with  a  change  in  the  parameters  of  the  simplified  model.  In  other  words,  this  
part  of  our  study  mainly  confirms  the  common  view  that  the  Tm  landscape  is  stiffer  than  that  of  
the  Ms  landscape.    
 
The activation barrier for the chemical step are determined by the reorganization energy. In  the  
next   step,   we   evaluated   the   activation   barriers   of   the   two   enzymes   by   the   EVB-­FEP/US  
procedure,  applying  extensive  averaging  over  different   initial  conditions.  The  calculated   results  
are  summarized  in  Figure  4.  The  calculated  activation  barriers  reasonably  reproduced  the  trend  in  
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the  observed  rate  constant  (13,  49,  52)  as  is  evident  from  Table  2,  where  the  barrier  in  the  Tm  is  
higher  than  in  the  Ms. 
The  EVB  calculations  provided,   in  addition   to   the  adiabatic  activation  barriers,   the  diabatic  
free   energy   functions   and   its   decomposition   into   solvent   and   solute   contributions   and   the  
corresponding  total  reorganization  energies  (see  Figure  5).  These  energies  (O  in  Fig.  5)  represent  
the  reduction  in  the  energy  of  the  protein  (or  the  solvent)  when  the  reacting  system  is  placed  on  
the  potential  surface  of  the  product  state,  at  the  equilibrium  coordinate  of  the  reactant  state,  and  
thus   allowed   to   relax   to   the   product   equilibrium   coordinate.   In   general   enzymes   reduce   their  
activation   barriers   by   reducing   the   reorganization   energy   (2,   44).   The   calculations,   which   are  
summarized   in   Figure   5,   establish   that   the reorganization energy for the chemical step is 
significantly larger for the Tm than the Ms, which is in full agreement both with the 
corresponding change in activation barriers and with our previous study (44).   
 
The curvature of the energy surface along the chemical coordinate is similar in the Tm and Ms.  
The reorganization energy evaluated above was used to construct a reduced two-dimensional free 
energy surfaces for the chemical step (Figures 6 and 7). In Figure 6, we decomposed the effective 
free energy surface of the system to its solute and solvent components (see ref. 38 for details). 
Since the displacement between the minima of the reactant and product state is determined by the 
reorganization energy (44), we see in the figure a larger displacement for the Tm than for the Ms 
(as seen from Figure 6, the minimum changes from approximately -16 (unitless) in EcDHFR to 
approximately -20 (unitless) in TmDHFR). Thus, the overall reaction coordinate is longer in the 
Tm than in the Ms.  
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Another  useful   representation   that   shows   that   the   reaction  pathway   is   slightly   longer   in   the  
Tm   and   presents   a   higher   activation   barrier   is   obtained   by   plotting   the   donor-­acceptor   (D-­A)  
distance  versus   the  donor-­hydrogen   (D-­H)  distance.  This   representation   is  shown  schematically  
in  Figure  7.  The  surfaces  were  generated  by  fitting  a  simple  EVB  potential  to  the  behavior  of  the  
actual   surface   at   selected   points.   As   seen   from   the   figure,   the   donor-­acceptor   distance   at   the  
region  of  the  RS  is  slightly  larger  for  the  Tm  (a4.4  Å  for  the  Ms  and  4.7  Å  for  the  Tm)  and  there  
is  a  significant  difference  along  the  pathway  between  both  surfaces,  where  the  TmDHFR  presents  
a  higher  activation  free  energy.  That  is,  in  the  Ms  system,  the  D-­A  distance  roughly  reaches  3.4  Å  
before  the  energy  starts  to  increase  and  the  TS  occurs  with  a  donor-­acceptor  distance  of  a2.6  Å.  
On  the  other  hand,  in  the  TmDHFR  system,  the  free  energy  starts  to  rapidly  increase  compared  to  
that  of  the  Ms  system,  presenting  a  larger  D-­A  distance,  at  a4.0  Å  and  the  TS  also  occurs  at  a2.6  
Å  (see  also  ref.  38).  
Apparently, as seen from Figures 6 and 7, the reaction pathway is significantly longer in the 
Tm. However, the length of the chemical pathway cannot be correlated with the free energy 
curvature at the reactant state. That is, as seen from Figure 5, the curvature at the RS in the 
direction of the reaction coordinate, is similar for the Tm and Ms. This is fully consistent with the 
view that the free energy curves are harmonic functions, with equal curvature and with shifted 
origins. The fact that the curvature of the reaction coordinate is similar for the Tm and Ms can be 
verified on a more quantitative level by dispersed polaron (DP) (Spin Boson) calculations (53) 
that provide the projection of the normal modes of the system onto the chemical coordinate 
(Figure 8). That is, as seen from the figure, the frequencies of the motions that have a projection 
on the reaction coordinate are similar for the Tm and Ms and the main difference is that the 
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amplitudes of these motions are larger for the Tm, since the reaction in this system involves a 






'Z O ¦ !                                                                                                                      (11) 
where 'i is the origin shift of the ith mode. Thus the 'i are larger for the Tm, however, the Zi 
values are similar for the Tm and Ms enzymes. This means that the curvature of the surfaces is 
similar in the chemically relevant direction. Note that if the frequencies of the most effective 
reactive modes were significantly smaller in the Ms than in the Tm, we would have a peak at a 
high frequency in the Tm case and at a lower frequency in the Ms case. 
  
Reexaming  the  relationship  between  the  flexibility  and  catalytic  power.  With  the  above  findings  
in  mind,  we  may  return  to   the   issue  of   the  relationship  between  flexibility  and  catalytic  power.  
The  folding  calculations,  which  are  summarized  in  Figure  3,  confirm  the  idea  that  the  free  energy  
profile  for  the  folding  process  is  steeper  for  the  Tm.  Thus,  the  fluctuations  in  the  direction  of  the  
folding  coordinate  at  a  given  temperature  are  smaller  than  the  corresponding  fluctuations  for  the  
Ms.  On  the  other  hand,  the  above  calculation  of  the  chemical  step  indicate  that  the  fluctuations  in  
the  direction  of  the  reaction  coordinate  are  similar  in  the  RS  of  the  Tm  and  Ms  and  that  thus  the  
relationship  between  thermal  stability  to  catalysis  is  not  related  to  the  corresponding  increase  in  
rigidity.  
To explore the seemingly conflicting results discussed above, we evaluated the vectors that 
represent the multidimensional reaction coordinate (calculated as the difference between product 
state and reactant state) and the vector that represents the folding coordinate in the Ms 
(EcDHFR). The folding vector was evaluated in two ways. In the first approach, we evaluated a 
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structure of a particular unfolded protein (along the minimum energy path in Figure 3a). In the 
second approach, we considered the change between the folded (namely closed, see ref. (49)) 
structure to the occluded structure (49) (PDB entry 1RX7) as a representative of the folding 
coordinate. During the catalytic cycle, DHFR undergoes conformational changes between the 
closed and occluded states which, respectively, describe whether the active site is closed or 
occluded, repectively, by the Met20 loop (49). As shown in Figure 9, the two sets of coordinates 
are nearly perpendicular in both cases. Thus, there is no reason to have a correlation between the 
two sets of motions even in the extremely unlikely case of coherent motions (see below). 
To clarify the nature of the chemical process, we should focus on the relationship between the 
motions in the direction of the reaction coordinate in the Ms and Tm enzymes. Here, as seen in 
Figure 5, we have similar available landscapes for the RS complex in the Tm and Ms and thus 
similar average thermal motions at room temperature (17). The only difference is that the barrier 
is higher in the case of the Tm due to the larger reorganization energy and the larger work term 
(the free energy of bringing the donor and acceptor to the interaction distance at the reactant 
state) (44). This means that in the case of the Tm, the system has to wait longer time for the rare 
fluctuations that reaches the transition state (TS), because the activation barrier is larger. 
To further validate the above argument, we calculated the productive trajectories for the Tm 
and Ms by running downhill trajectories from the TS (note that the time reversal of the downhill 
trajectory provides the reactive trajectory that moves from the RS to the TS, (see ref (6, 17)). As 
illustrated in the Figure 10 and as found in any related calculation (6), the system starts to move 
downhill with at most two excursions at the TS and then moves to the RS and stays at this state 
for a very long time, (only a short time is depicted in the figure). This means that the time 
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reversal of the downhill trajectory would correspond to a very long random motion on the RS and 
then eventually to a very rare event of a generation of a reactive trajectory, with a probability that 
is determined by the activation free energy. Comparing both simulations, we find that in the Tm 
case the system oscillates along a larger range of donor-acceptor distances and acceptor-hydrogen 
distances in the RS region than the Ms system. This finding is in total agreement with the results 
observed in Figures 6 and 7 where the reaction pathway is slightly longer in the Tm system.   
To further explore the dynamical behavior, we evaluated the projection of the reactive 
trajectory onto the chemical reaction coordinate and the folding coordinate in the Ms (EcDHFR). 
This was done by considering the scalar products, 
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where RCr' ,   FCr'   and   RC(t)rG   are, respectively, the vectors of displacements between the 
reactant and product, the displacement along the folding coordinate and the time dependent 
downhill trajectory. Although the figure was generated using the transition from the folded 
structure to the occluded one, we obtain similar results considering the transition to a partially 
unfolded structure generated using the free energy landscape (Figure 3a). The vectors are divided 
into the components in the EVB region (substrate, DHF-H+, and coenzyme NADPH) and the 
residues within 5 Å of the EVB atoms ( IRCr' ) and the surrounding protein ( I IRCr' ). Here, we 
found that it is most informative to include only the first part of Eq. (12 and 13), namely the 
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projections that include only the reacting region and its neighboring surroundings. This reflects 
the fact that the changes in the distant residues of the I IRCr'  and I IFCr'  are small and the 
corresponding changes in I IRC(t)rG  during the downhill trajectory are modulated by random 
thermal motions that lead to different results in each trajectory. At any rate, as seen from Figure 
11, the projections are much larger in the case of the reaction coordinate than in the folding 
coordinate. This result again indicates that the reaction coordinate is not directly related to the 
folding coordinate, since the folding coordinate does not change significantly during the reactive 
trajectory. 
Perhaps more instructive analysis is obtained from the autocorrelation of RCRC t)(rr G'   and  
RCFC t)(rr G'   (Figure   12).  As   seen   from   the   figXUH WKH V\VWHP ORVHV LWV ³PHPRU\´ DERXW WKH
reactive   motion   in   a   very   short   timespan   of   only   a   few   picoseconds.   This   shows   that   the  
information   from   the   milisecond   folding   motions   cannot   be   transferred   in   a   ballistic   (non  
thermal)   way   to   the   reactive   trajectory.   This   point   is   further   clarified   in   Figure   13   where   we  
consider   the  nature  of   the  fluctuations  of   the  system. In the case of the Ms, we have a shallow 
folding potential but even in this case a fluctuation from a partially unfolded structure ((a) in 
Figure 13a) to the RS will be completely randomized before it can be coupled to the reaction 
coordinate. The situation is even more obvious in the case of the Tm where we do not have 
significant fluctuations in the folding direction so that the system is trapped in the RS region 
before generating the reactive trajectory. More significantly, the protein spends most of the time 
at the RS in both systems and the motions are randomized by the thermal energy with similar 
average amplitudes in the Tm and Ms. In both cases, the thermal motions in the RS lead to 
reactive trajectories only according to the Boltzmann probability of being in the TS. Thus, 
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although a ³IULFWLRQOHVV´ fluctuation along the folding coordinate (a)o(b) can in principle lead 
from a partially unfolded structure to the RS and TS, the thermal energy of such a fluctuation will 
EH FRPSOHWHO\ UDQGRPL]HG EHIRUH LW FDQ EH WUDQVIHUUHG WR WKH ³FKHPLFDO´ FRRUGLQDWH 7KH IDVW
randomization of the thermal energy can be realized by considering Figure 12, and also by 
considering studies of much faster processes such as the photoisomerization process of 
bacteriorhodopsins when the thermal energy is almost fully dissipated in a few picoseconds (54). 
Nevertheless, it will be interesting to consider longer time simulation to fully establish the view 




  The  idea  that  thermophilic  enzymes  have  slow  reaction  rate  due  to  their  restricted  dynamical  
ability   (8-­11)   has   been   frequently   raised   as   support   to   the   general   hypothesis   that   enzymes  
catalyze   their   reactions   by   dynamical   effects.   Before   addressing   this   issue,   it   is   important   to  
clarify   a   point   that   is   sometimes   not   emphasized   by   the   proponents   of   the   above   idea;;  
thermophilic  enzymes  do  not  need  to  evolve  to  have  a  very  large  catalytic  power  but  they  simply  
need  to  remain  folded  at  high  temperature.  Such  enzymes  exploit  the  fact  that  the  rate  constants  
of  reactions  in  condensed  phases,  with  a  barrier  of  more  than  a  few  kilocalories  per  mole,  follow  
transition  state  theory  (TST)  (see  e.g.  (17))    with  a  minor  modification  and  can  be  written  as,  
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·
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where   N   is   the   transmission   factor,   TSx ||    is   the   average   of   the   absolute   value   of   the   velocity  
along   the   reaction   coordinate   at   the   transition   state   ('xÁ),   and   E=1/kBT   (where   kB   is   the  
Boltzmann   constant   and   T   the   absolute   temperature).   The   term   'GÁ   designates   the  
multidimensional  activation  free  energy  that  reflects  the  probability  for  the  system  to  be  in  the  TS  
region.   Because   of   the   exponential   1/T   dependence   of   the   rate   constant,   the   Tm   enzymes   can  
function  with  a  much  larger  activation  barrier  than  the  corresponding  Ms  enzymes,  at  its  intended  
temperature  range.  Thus,   there   is  no  need   to  postulate  any  exotic  dynamical   reason  for   the  fact  
that  a  Tm  enzyme  has  a  slower  rate  than  the  corresponding  Ms  at  the  temperature  where  the  Ms  
works.  It  is  quite  logical  to  assume  that  the  Ms  evolved  to  reduce  the  activation  barrier  as  much  
as  possible  (or  needed)  while  the  Tm  evolved  to  stay  folded  at  a  high  temperature  and  thus  was  
unable   to  preorganize   in  perfect  way  and   to  provide  a   low  activation  barrier.  This   is  of  course  
consistent  with  the  inverted  relationship  between  stability  and  activation  barrier  (2,  16),  where  the  
Tm  has  a  larger  folding  energy  (larger  stability)  and  a  higher  activation  barrier  and  thus  a  slower  
reaction  rate.  Note  that  this  relationship  is  in  one  direction.  That  is,  enzymes  with  larger  kcat  are  
usually   less   stable   than   mutants   with   much   smaller   kcat   (less   good   catalysis),   sometimes   less  
stable   enzymes   can   still   be   good   catalysts   if   the   instability   is   not   coupled   to   the   active   site  
preorganization.  
Despite   these   considerations,   it   is   important   to  explore   the  proposal   that   the  Ms  enzyme   is  a  
better  catalyst   than  the  Tm  enzyme  (at   the  same  temperature)  because  of  dynamical  effects  and  
increased   flexibility.   The   present   examination   of   this   proposal   led   to   the   finding   that   the  
difference  in  rate  constants  between  the  Tm  and  the  Ms  is  due  to  the  difference  in  activation  free  
energy  for  the  chemical  step  (the  calculated  activation  barriers  and  Eq.  (14)  fully  accounted  for  
the  difference   in   rate).   It  was   also   found   that   the   change   in   the   activation  barrier   is   due   to   the  
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change   in   reorganization   energy   and  work   function   (for   a  more   detailed   analysis,   see   also   ref  
(44)).  Furthermore,  it  was  concluded,  in  agreement  with  previous  proposals,  that  the  motions  of  
the  Tm  are  more  restricted  in  the  folding  direction  than  those  of  the  Ms.    However,  these  folding  
motions  are  orthogonal  to  the  reaction  coordinate  and  are  unlikely  to  be  coupled  to  the  motions  
involved  in  the  catalytic  process.  Even  in  the  case  when  the  motions  in  the  folding  direction  have  
some  projection  on  the  direction  of  the  reaction  coordinate,  the  autocorrelation  of  this  projection  
decays  in  a  few  picoseconds  so  that  the  information  from  motions  along  the  folding  coordinate  is  
unlikely  to  be  transferred  to  the  reactive  trajectories.  
As  stated  above,  the  folding  surface  is  stiffer  in  the  Tm  case  than  in  the  Ms  case,  and  thus  can  
EHFRQVLGHUHG WRKDYH³OHVVPRWLRQ´+RZHYHU WKHVXUIDFHDORQJ WKHFKHPLFDOFRRUGLQDWHGRHV
not  have  a  larger  curvature  in  the  Tm  than  in  the  Ms  case.  This  can  be  seen  from  inspection  of  the  
reactant  and  product  regions  in  Figure  5.  It  can  also  be  observed  from  the  DP  analysis  of  Figure  
8.  In  other  words,  a  careful  examination of the nature of the reactive motions indicated that these 
motions have similar frequencies in the Tm and Ms, but in the case of the Tm, the displacement 
along these modes on the way to the TS is larger. Thus the system involves larger reorganization 
energy and has to wait a longer time until a reactive fluctuation occurs because the barrier is 
higher. This well known relationship between barrier height and rate (see e.g. (17)) has very little 
to do with dynamical effects, but rather with the fact that the chance for a reactive trajectory is 
proportional to the Boltzmann factor of the corresponding barrier (i.e. to Eq. (14)). 
At this point it might be instructive to consider the specific difference between the Tm and Ms 
of DHFR. 7KLV LVVXH ZDV H[SORUHG KHUH PDLQO\ LQ DQ ³RSHUDWLRQDO´ ZD\ E\ HYDOXDWLQJ WKH
relevant activation barriers and folding landscapes. However, it appears from our study of the 
stability of the Tm and Ms (29) that the dimer uses the interaction between its ionized groups to 
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gain a remarkable amount of extra stability. We also know from our study of the chemical 
process in the Tm that this protein pulls the donor and acceptor further apart and also is unable to 
provide small reorganization energy (44).  The exact way by which the extra stabilization of the 
Tm leads to an increase in the reorganization energy has not been explored here.  However, this 
effect is fully consistent with the inversed relationship between folding stability and catalysis. 
The entropic features of psychrophilic enzymes have also been raised as a support for the idea 
that flexibility is related to catalysis (55-57). That is, such enzymes reduce the activation enthalpy 
('HÁ) (relative to the corresponding thermophilic enzymes) while increasing the contribution of 
the activation entropy of the system (-T'SÁ). This feature may be rationalized by suggesting that 
the motion in the RS of the psychrophilic enzymes is larger than in the TS. Since this effect is 
larger in the psychrophilic than in Ms, one may assume that there are more motions in the 
psychrophilic RS than in the Ms RS. However, such an assumption faces the following serious 
problems. (i) The actual effect of ground state (GS) motions (namely the effect of -T'SÁ) is, in 
fact, anticatalytic, since it increases the activation barrier rather than decreases it. Thus one can 
argue that motions reduce catalysis rather than increase it. (ii), the catalytic effect of the 
psychrophilic at low temperature is due the reduction of 'HÁ which is most probably associated 
with the reduction of the reorganization energy and not with changes in dynamical effects. In 
fact, -T'SÁ only tells us about the difference between the space available for thermal motions in 
the RS and TS, but not about the difference between the motions in psychrophilic and Ms 
enzymes. Thus, even if the local flexibility is larger in the RS of psychrophilic than in the RS of 
Ms, elucidating of the actual nature of the catalytic effect should involve calculations of the 
activation entropy and enthalpy (as done in ref (58)). It is most likely that such a study will 
reproduce the observed fact but will not establish a direct relationship between flexibility and 
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catalysis. Such a study, which is left to subsequent works, would probably find that a reduction in 
flexibility leads to lower 'HÁ, but that some other requirements (not related to catalysis) lead to 
the apparent change in flexibility. 
Overall  it  appears  that  enzymes  catalyze  their  reactions  by  reducing  the  reorganization  energies  
of  the  polar  and  ionized  groups  that  stabilize  the  TS,  and  rather  than  by  changing  their  flexibility.  
The  relationship  between  catalysis  and  flexibility  (if  any)  can  be  either  coincidental  or  a  result  of  
the  need  to  reduce  the  reorganization  energy.  For  example  (see  (6))  if  the  charge  distribution  is  
more   localized   in   the  TS   than   in   the  RS   it   is   simpler   to   reduce   the   barrier   and   reorganization  
energy  at  low  temperature  by  fixing  the  dipoles  at  the  TS  (this  will  be  an  enthalpic  effect)  and  by  
entropic   effect   at   high   temperature.  However,   due   to   entropy/enthalpy   compensation,   the  main  
issue  here   is   the  reduction  of   the  reorganization  free  energy  and  not   the  changes   in   its   entropic  
and   enthalpic   components.   In   other  words,   the   enzyme   tries   to   have   a   preorganized   active   site  
where  the  contribution  of  the  enzyme  structural  change  to  the  free  energy  of  moving  from  the  RS  
structure  to  the  TS  structure  is  minimal.  This  task  can  be  accomplished  by  using  either  enthalpy  
or   entropy   depending   on   the   specific   case   (e.g.   the   change   in   charge   during   the   reaction)   and  
perhaps  on  inherent  stability  constraints.  Thus,  postulating  that  catalysis  is  related  to  flexibility  is  
not  useful  since  it  does  not   tell  us  how  and  why.  Exploring  what  determines  the  reorganization  
energy   (e.g.   the   relationship   between   folding   energy   and   reorganization   energy)   is   very   useful  
and   potentially   predictive.  Asking   how   the   reorganization   energy   depends   on   temperature   and  
what   the   constraints   are   on   such   a   dependence   is   much   more   complex   and   requires   further  
simulation  studies. 
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In concluding this work, we would like to emphasize a key argument against the idea that an 
increase in catalysis is associated with an increase in flexibility. Apparently, catalysis is related to 
the magnitude of the reorganization energy and thus to the displacement along the reaction 
coordinate between the reactant and product states (12). A better catalyst has a smaller 
displacement rather than a larger one (see Figure 6). Thus, we in fact need less motion rather than 
more motion in a good catalyst.  
With regard to the relationship between the thermal stability and the catalytic power of 
enzymes, it seems that the present work provide further support to the idea (16) that some folding 
energy and stability have to be sacrificed in order to increase catalytic power. In other words, in 
order to obtain small reorganization energy and small activation free energy with a preorganized 
active site, it is necessary for the system to create local instability in the folded structure and this 
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Table 1.  Force field parameters for simplified side chain modela 
Residue   0r    01H    02H    polarity  
A   2.8   0.05   0.05   nonpolar  
C   3.1   1.50   0.10   polar  
D   3.4   1.50   0.21   polar  
E   4.4   1.50   0.27   polar  
F   4.1   0.16   0.16   nonpolar  
H   3.8   1.50   0.33   polar  
I   3.8   0.21   0.21   nonpolar  
K   3.8   1.50   0.27   polar  
L   3.5   0.21   0.21   nonpolar  
M   3.8   0.21   0.21   nonpolar  
N   3.3   1.50   0.21   polar  
P   3.4   0.39   0.39   nonpolar  
Q   3.7   1.50   0.27   polar  
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R   4.1   1.50   0.39   polar  
S   2.9   1.50   0.10   polar  
T   3.4   1.50   0.16   polar  
V   3.5   0.16   0.16   nonpolar  
W   4.4   0.45   0.45   nonpolar  
Y   4.2   1.50   0.45   polar  
a   The   energies   are   given   in   kilocalories   per   mole   and   distances   in   angstroms. 01H   is   used   for  
interactions  involving  residues  of  the  same  polarity  as  well  as  interactions  with  ionized  residues,  
and   02H   is  used  for  interactions  involving  residues  of  different  polarity.  
  
  
Table  2.  Activation  Energies  at  different  runs  in  the  EVB  simulationsa  
   run  1   run  2   run  3   run  4   run  5   run  6   total  map   ave  run   obs  
EcDHFR   12.8   14.1   14.6   16.1   15.9   15.9   14.7   14.9   13.5  
TmDHFR   22.7   23.7   24.3   23.3   23.6   23.8   23.9   23.6   18.7  
a   The   energies   are   given   in   kilocaries   per   mole.   The   FEP/US   mapping   was   done   in   each  
individual   run   and   in   the   total   simulations   (total   map).   ³Ave   run´   designates   the   average  
activation   energy   of   all   the   simulations   and   ³REVHUYHG´   designates   the   experimental   activation  




















Figure  1.  A  schematic  representation  of  the  reaction  catalyzed  by  DHFR.  This  reaction  involves  
a  hydride  transfer  from  the  NADPH  coenzyme  to  the  7,8-­dihydrofolate  substrate.  
Figure   2.   X-­ray   structures   of   the   mesophilic   Dihydrofolate   Reductase   (monomer)   from  
Escherichia   coli   (EcDHFR)   and   the   hyperthermophilic   Dihydrofolate   Reductase   (dimer)   from  
Thermotoga   maritime   (TmDHFR).   The   7,8-­dihydrofolate   substrate   (in   orange)   and   NADPH  
coenzyme  (in  blue)  are  represented  in  sphere  model.  
Figure  3.   (a)  Free  energy  landscapes  for  the  EcDHFR  and  TmDHFR.  The  free  energy  surfaces  
were  obtained  by  the  FEP/US  method  and  are  represented  in  terms  of  the  radius  of  gyration  (Rg)  
and  the  root  mean  square  deviation  (rmsd)  from  the  most  stable  structure.  Energies  are  expressed  
in  kcal/mol  and  distances  in  Å.  (b)  Free  energy  surfaces  for  the  EcDHFR  and  TmDHFR  obtained  
by  long  molecular  dynamics  simulations  without  any  constraint.  
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Figure 4. EVB free energy profiles for the hydride transfer reaction of the EcDHFR (in blue) and 
the TmDHFR (in red). The profiles were obtained by averaging several EVB simulations as 
described elsewhere (44) and are given in terms of the EVB reaction coordinate ('H=H2-H1). 
Figure 5. Diabatic   free   energy   functionals   for  EcDHFR   (black)   and  TmDHFR   (blue):   (a)  The  
total   free   energy   functionals,   (b)   the   solvent   contribution   and   (c)   the   solute   contribution.   The 
figures   display   the   functional   after   the   minima   have   been   shifted   to   the   same   heights.   The  
intersection   region   is   magnified   in   each   case.   As   discussed   in   ref   (44)   the   larger   the  
reorganization  (O)  the  higher  the  activation  barrier.  
Figure   6.      Free   energy   surface   for   EcDHFR   (a)   and  TmDHFR   (b).   The   surfaces   are   given   in  
terms  of   the  solute  and  solvent  coordinates,  which  reflect   the  solute  and  solvent   reorganization  
energies.   The   activation   energies   of   the   reaction   are   represented   in   EcDHFR   and   TmDHFR  
which   are   15   kcal/mol   and   23   kcal/mol,   respectively. RS,  TS   and   PS   designate   reactant   state,  
transition  state  and  product  state,  respectively. 
Figure  7.  Free  energy  surface  as  a  function  of  the  donor-­acceptor  distance  (R(D-­A))  and  donor-­
hydrogen   (R(D-­H))   for   the   reaction   catalyzed   by   the  EcDHFR   (a)   and   the  TmDHFR   (b).   The  
contour  lines  are  given  in  kcal/mol.  RS,  TS  and  PS  designate  reactant  state,  transition  state  and  
product  state,  respectively.  
Figure   8.   Dispersed   polaron   (DP)   spectral   distribution   analysis,   taking   into   account   only   the  
electrostatic  contribution  of  the  solvent,  for   the  EcDHFR  (in  blue)  and  TmDHFR  (in  red).  This  
analysis   gives   the   projection   of   the  modes   of   the   protein   system   along   the   reaction   coordinate  
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Figure  9.  Relationship  between  the  folding  motions  and  the  reactive  modes  in  the  reactant  state  
of  EcDHFR.  The red arrows represent the vector of the motion along the reaction coordinate for 
the residues near or at the active site while with black arrows present the direction of the folding 
coordinate. The figure considers the direction of the folding coordinate starting from (a) a 
partially unfolded structure and (b) starting from the occluded structure  (49).  The  angles  between  
the  two  vectors  are  96º  and  93º  in  case  (a)  and  (b),  respectively.  
Figure  10.  Representation  of  the  donor-­acceptor  distance  versus  the  acceptor-­hydrogen  distance  
along  the  reactive  downhill   trajectories   in  EcDHFR  (a)  in  TmDHFR  (b).  The  figures  show  that  
both systems oscillate in the RS for a very long time until it generates the rare reactive trajectory 
that goes to the TS.     
Figure  11.  Average  projection  of  the  downhill  trajectories  in  EcDHFR  on  the  folding  coordinate  
(in  blue)  and  on  the  reaction  coordinate  (in  red).  The  negative  time  is  taken  relative  to  the  start  of  
the  downhill  trajectory  and  its  time  reversal  corresponds  to  a  reactive  trajectory  from  the  RS.  The  
projection  has  been  evaluated  while  considering  the  EVB  reacting  region  and  its  surroundings  up  
to  5  Å  from  the  EVB  atoms  (see  text).  
Figure  12.  Normalized  autocorrelation  of   RCRC t)(rr G'   (in  red)  and   RCFC t)(rr G'   (in  blue)  for  
the  EcDHFR  system.  The  fact  that  the  autocorrelation  decays  in  a  very  short  time  indicates  that  it  
is   very   unlikely   that   the   fluctuation   along   the   folding   coordinate  would   transfer   energy   to   the  
reaction  coordinate.  
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Figure  13.  Schematic  representation  of  the  motion  along  the  folding  coordinate  and  the  reaction  
processes   in   the   mesophile   and   the   thermophile.   The   motion   starts   from   a   partially   unfolded  
straucture  (a)  moves  to  the  folded  structure  (b)  and  then  continues  to  the  TS  (c).  The  rates  in  the  
figure   correspond   to   the   overall   time   until   a   given   process   occurs   rather   than   to   the   time   of   a  
reactive  trajectory.  The  rates  for  the  motion  along  the  folding  coordinate  are  somewhat  arbitrary.  
Note  also  that  the  actual  time  for  a  reactive  trajectory  is  a1ps.  The  figure  illustrates  schematically  
the  fact  that  the enzyme spends most of the time at the reactant state in both systems and that the 
motions are randomized by the thermal energy and lead to reactive trajectories only according to 
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